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where pi and p2 are two positive numbers, and the coefficients d,3-, 6"-are constants, to similar differential equations in which the right members are polynomials, by means of the linear-transcendental substitution xi = yi+ Yj J^Cijyiyi,
Xi = 2/2+ Y^Hdijylyi (i+j>2).
Two essentially distinct cases present themselves: first, the ratio P1/P2 is irrational; second, the ratio P1/P2 is rational. It will be shown in the case P1/P2 = ß is irrational and the number ß satisfies a rather mild condition that there exists a convergent transformation which reduces the differential equations to their linear terms. If the ratio is rational and the equations are canonical a convergent transformation exists for which the reduced differential equations have the form y'\ -+yi(l + Q.yiVt), y't --^(1 + Qyiyt), which are easily integrated. If the ratio is rational and the equations are not canonical then it is always possible to reduce the differential equations to algebraic forms but nothing can be said as to the convergence of the transformations without further knowledge of the coefficients of equations (1), [ April except that divergent transformations are quite possible. A better statement, perhaps, would be that further knowledge of the coefficients is required before suitable algebraic forms can be determined.
It seems certain that a knowledge of a few coefficients of terms of low degree is not sufficient.
Before entering upon the general discussion we shall show that it is no essential restriction upon the differential equations to suppose that xi is a factor of the right member of the first equation of (1) and that x2 is a factor of the second equation; for if it were not so, and we take xi = 2/1 4-/2(2/2), (3) Xi = 2/2 4-/1(2/1) then fi (yi) and f2(y2) can be so chosen that the resulting equations in 2/1 and 2/2 will have this property.
Making the substitution (3) in (1) and solving the resulting equations there is obtained The right members of these equations will carry 2/1 and y2 respectively as factors if the conditions
[P2V2-X2(f2,y2)]d^ + [pif2 + Xi(f2,y2)} = 0 are satisfied. These conditions are obtained by putting 2/1 = 0 in the right member of the first equation and 2/2 = 0 in the right member of the second equation.
The two equations of (5) are of the same type, the first depending only on the variable 2/1 and the second only on the variable 2/2. The solution of either is dominated by the solution of
where M and a are positive constants suitably chosen, and ß = pi/pi or its reciprocal.
If we take/ = y<p it is found that the solution of (5' (1 + 0)*-1 -«2/(1+0) -My(l + <j>)2 which is convergent, whatever may be the value of ß, since it is always positive. If therefore /i and f2 satisfy conditions (5) equations (4) are of the same form as (1) except that yi is a factor of the right member of the first equation and y2 is a factor of the right member of the second. It is therefore no essential restriction to assume that the differential equations are of this form.
I. The ratio P1/P2 is irrational
Let us suppose that pi/p2 is irrational and equal to y. Then the equations can be written xi = Xi(+l + XO,
where Xi and Xi are power series in xi and X2 of order one. We make now the substitution
where fi, f2, »i, g2 are power series in yx and y-vanishing for yi = y2 = 0. If we assume that where at each step G^j and G12) are known quantities. Since y is irrational none of the coefficients (i -jy ) vanishes and there is no difficulty in determining the coefficients g^ and g1?] which define the transformation.
It follows from (9) and the fact that </i and g2 are power series in j/i and y2
[April of order one that gi = g2 if Xi = X2. For the question of convergence therefore it will be sufficient to consider the single equation
which dominates (9). Since 7 occurs with the negative sign in the left member of this equation the solution does not have all of its signs positive and one could not be sure that the solution of (11) dominates the solution of (9). Let us consider first the solution of
The solution of this equation has all of its terms positive and no cancellation occurs, and the coefficients so far as they depend upon the right member of (12) have maximum values. The solution of (12) is easily obtained, for if we take
and consequently
+37
Since g = 1 -Vl -2w is expansible in powers of o> with positive coefficients it is easy to see how the function g is built up and all of the coefficients so far as they depend upon the right member of (12) have maximum values.
If now we change 7 into -7 the solution of (12) becomes the solution of (11).
We have _ License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use then g* will be a convergent series which will dominate the solutions (9) for the coefficients of g* will be a maximum in so far as they depend upon the right members through M and a maximum in so far as they depend upon y being negative. It follows therefore, since yi = pie', y2 = pie~yt, that xi and X2 are expansible in powers of pie* and pie~yt, and that these expansions are convergent for any preassigned value of t provided pi and p2 are sufficiently small.
II. The ratio P1/P2 is rational
If the ratio P1/P2 is rational it is always possible by a linear change of the independent variable, t, to make pi and P2 integers, and we will suppose this to have been done. Then by the substitution xi = ep, we will have, since
Pi xi £ i ' two equations in £1 and £2 of the same type as (1), in which pi and p2 are each unity. We may therefore suppose pi = p2 = 1, and the equations are
For our present purposes, however, it will be preferable to use the less specialized form xi = + xi + Xi, it is found at once that the differential equations cannot be reduced to their linear terms, for it is not possible, in general, to determine the constants Cn and dl¡ so as to do this. It is, however, always possible to reduce them to the form X2 = ff, (14) and (15) in (13) there results
From these épations it is seen that the c,y are readily determined except for such values of i and j that i -j = +1 and that the d# are readily determined except when i -j = -1. Thus, up to and including terms of the second degree, xi = 2/1 + [ Ö20 2/i -an 2/12/2 -id02 y\ ], X2 = 2/2 + [ 3&20 y\ + On 2/12/2 -Ó02 2/21 • Using these values it is found that the terms of third degree in the right members of (16) Since in the left members of (16) the coefficients of C21 and di2 are zero these quantities cannot be determined and they therefore remain arbitrary. From the right members therefore we must have Qi» = -a20 du 4-du bu + f d02 b2o + a2X, (17) Q2]) = -f bio d02 -on bu + bn b02 + bu, Q? + Q2l) = -«20 du + 6n fe"2 + d2l 4-6l2 , and then we obtain C30 = a20 + gdu 620 4" 2a30, C21 = «i = arbitrary, Cl2 = 3d20 «02 4" 2all "I" 2flll "02 _ do2 fell -2a12 > C03 = l2aH a<>2 + 2a02 O02 -ïa03 , dgO -2tt20 ^20 4" 12^20 fell 4" ^30, d2i = -fe2o dll 4" 2fell fl20 4" 2fell 4" 3^20 feü2 4" ^21 , di2 = ßi = arbitrary,
One can continue the computation as far as is desired except for the terms 2/î+12/2 in the first equation and y\ y\+l in the second. The coefficients c^+i, k dk, k+i (which for brevity we shall denote by «¡t and ßk ) cannot be determined as are the remaining coefficients. These coefficients which are left arbitrary in the terms of degree 2k + 1 enter also in terms of higher degree and are determined by the condition that in the right members of (16) the coefficients of the terms y\+2 y\+1 in the first equation and y\+1 y\+2 in the second equation must vanish. Thus it is found from the coefficients of y\ y\ and y\ y\ that Qf = -QC» ai + GA0 ßi + known terms, (18) Qff) = + Q») ai -Q'P ßi + known terms.
Since the determinant of the coefficients of «i and ßi in these two expressions is zero, «i and ßi cannot in general be chosen so as to make Q\2) = 0, 0/22> = 0. It is necessary therefore to retain these constants in the differential equations. But k = 1 happens to be exceptional. For a general value of k these two conditions are (18') -[ ( k -1 ) 0//' 4-kQ?) ak + qg> ßk = known terms,
The value of the determinant D(4) of the coefficients of ak and ßk is
If therefore ft1' + ft1' =j= 0 the determinant vanishes only if k = 0 or k ■■= 1, and there is no further difficulty in the determination of the coefficients. The determination is unique aside from the fact that «i and ßi remain arbitrary. Since «i and ßi enter ft2' and ft,2' linearly, as is seen from (18), it will be convenient to impose the relations ft2' = mft>, ft2' = mft1', which is always possible if ft1' + ft.,1' =f= 0, for on adding the two equations of (18) it is found that m equals the sum of the known terms divided by ft1' + ft2". The quantity m is independent of «i and ßi and depends only upon the coefficients of the original differential equations. With these determinations therefore the differential equations take the form transforms the differential equations into y'i = 2/1 ( 1 -2/12/2)1 2/2 = -2/2, which have the form of (19) in which Q^ = -1, m = Q(21} = 0, and it will be observed that the transformation considered as a power series in 2/1 and y2 is convergent. It is not necessary however that the reduced equations shall have the form of (19). Indeed, it is evident from the nature of the process that any desired WILLIAM DUNCAN MACMIL1AN [April terms, of degree not less than two, could be added to the right members of (19) and the process of determining the transformation would not fail. Thus it is possible to have an infinite variety of transformations and reduced differential equations, which shows clearly that all of these transformations cannot be convergent.
Consider for example, the equations x\ = xi [ + 1 + ( 1 + aii)xi Xi + px*?+i xil+1],
in which a and p are any constants and ii, ii are positive integers or zero, but not equal. Here ft" + ft¡" = a(ii -i2) which is not zero if a is not zero. Consequently one can determine a transformation which will reduce (28) to (19). Equations (28) however admit the integral (29) 7 = xA1 x-'1 se'*1* + pf e8"'" ds, where sa = 1/xi X2. If now p 4= 0 the singularities of 7 in the neighborhood of the origin are not the same as the singularities of (24). Since 7 (2/12/2) is not a function of 77 ( z/i 2/2 ), their jacobian being distinct from zero, it is clear that 7 cannot be transformed into 77 by a convergent linear-transcendental substitution, which cannot alter the character of the singularities at the origin.* We conclude therefore that the transformation in this case is divergent if p is distinct from zero. Furthermore, since ii and i2 may be as large as we please we must conclude that the singularities of the integral in the neighborhood of the origin do not depend merely upon the coefficients of the terms of low degree in the differential equations.
It would seem to be a reasonable conjecture that, if the differential equations admit an integral which is known, then there exists a convergent linear-transcendental transformation which reduces the differential equations to an algebraic type such that the reduced equations admit an integral having the same singularities at the origin as the original integral, but this is not always true, as is shown by the following example. But (A) cannot be transformed into (B) by a linear-transcendental substitution, for we have
That is 2/1/2/2 = CeVxiX\ Obviously 2/1/2/2 cannot be transformed into Ge1'*1*2 by a linear transcendental substitution. On differentiating 77 = Pi/P2 we have (32) P2idTi^+d^2X2\-p\dx-ix^dx-2X2rQ-Let us suppose now that Pi = pf + pf1"1' + ■ ■ ■, P2 = p<2m) + p2m+1) + ■•■, where ffi is a polynomial homogeneous in xi and x2 of degree k. Consider the terms of lowest degree, m + n, in (32). We have Then it follows from (33) that
Since not every a¡ = 0 and not every bk = 0 we can suppose that oyi #= 0, bkl 4= 0. Hence we must have
and consequently re -m is an even integer, say m = n -2r. For any other value of j, say j, 4= ji we have 2 (j, -Ai) -(n -m) + 0 and therefore alt = 0. Likewise if k, 4= &i we have also 2(ji-h) -(re-m) 4=0
and therefore 6*, = 0. Hence p("' and p(2m) have only one term each, and without loss of generality the coefficients of these terms can each be' taken equal to unity. Furthermore we can suppose m 4= n. For if m = re we could take the integral 77i = 77 -1 = p 1= p ', for which m 4= n, and consequently r 4= 0.
We have then pf = x*1 xl~J\ p(2m) = x'1 x(n~h) ( xi Xi )-r.
Let us now make the transformation xi = 2/1 +/i(2/i> 2/2). Z2 = 2/2 + /a ( 2/1, 2/2), such that the transformed differential equations are (31). Then Pi (xi, X2) becomes ¿rl) = Zoky\ 2/r1_i, ¿r+1) = E <*/ 2/Í 2/?+w we find, after removing a common factor, T,[2(k-ji)-l]ck y\~r 2/r'-"-* -"iff 2 (j -J! ) + 2r -1 ] dy y\ ?**++.
*=0 j=l
If r is positive the first ^ contains more terms than the second, and if r is negative the second contains more than the first. Let us suppose r > 0 (the result is the same for r < 0 ). Then ck = 0 for k = 0, • • •, r -1, n + 2 -r,---,n + l. If now we take k -r = j for the remaining terms we get " +£ ' [2 (j -ii + r) -1 ] [cs -dj) y{ yl+l-2r-j -0, and therefore c¡ = d,, since 2 (j -j\ + r) -1 is an odd integer. Hence
From the terms of degree m + n + 2 we obtain
The terms of the second line vanish by themselves. If we take [April n+2 m + l s(r2) = Z ** 2/. yï+2-k, 4m+2) = Z fi 2/i y?+2-j, k=0 j=2 the identity (37) is easily reduced to " if 2 (j -ji + r -1 ) ( e,--fi ) y{ yV2'2^ =. -r ( ft" + ft2' ) ^-+1 yV^ .
1=0
For j = ji -r + 1 the coefficient of the left member vanishes, and the same must therefore be true of the right member. Therefore ft1' + ft2' = 0, since r + 0. For the other values of j we must have e¡ = f,-. Hence Since ft*+1' + Ql2k+l) = 0 the second equation is merely the negative of the first. Either of these equations gives Q ( ak + ßk ) = known terms.
Thus ak + ßk is determined by the choice ft*+1) = ft*+" = 0. The difference ak -ßk is undetermined. There are therefore infinitely many undetermined constants in the transformation, but whatever may be the value of these constants the reduced differential equations are y'\ = +2/i(l + ft/12/2), (40) 2/á = -2/2(1 + ft/12/2). Proof of Convergence. In the substitution (2) we will denote the sum of all terms in xi which have the form yi(yiy2)" by 2/1 $1, and the sum of all terms in x2 which have the form 2/2 ( 2/12/2 )s by 2/2 4>2 ■ Then we can write xi = 2/i(l +«i) +/i*, (42) x2 = 2/2(1 + <t>i) +fi*;
and from the process just described it is seen that the sum <j>i + 02 is determined by the condition that the reduced equations shall have the form (40), while the difference $1 -$2 is undetermined.
The result of substituting (40) and (42) in the original equations (1) yiW, -** ~f2 -" -ï^QyTy2-= **' the left members of which are convergent series. It will be observed that in (45) the factor ( 1 4-0i ) is always associated with 2/1 except in the product (2/12/2) and the factor (1 4-02 ) is associated in the same way with 2/2. Hence the first equation of (46) contains 2/1 ( 1 4-0i ) as a factor and the second con- If the arbitrary function \f, is given and is a convergent ordinary power series equations (48) admit a unique convergent solution for 0i and 02. It might seem since m,y and »y are functions of 0i and 02 that when the values thus derived for 0i and 02 are substituted in fx* and f2* they would then contain terms of the type y\ y\~x, y\ y'2+1 respectively, but this is clearly not so, since the difference between the exponents of 2/1 and y2 in any term is not altered by multiplying the term by any power of (2/12/2)- 
